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- Most prolific producer of Mathematicians with 50 PhD students and 1678 descendants.
- President of AMS and 5 students have also been president.
- Developed his method at U. Pennsylvania between 1911 and 1916
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- Completely problem based
- Definitions and theorems are only material given
- Students discover almost all material on own
- Use of outside resources is forbidden!
- Students present their solutions in class
- Students verify accuracy of each others work.
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Students will:

- perform Authentic Tasks
- gain critical thinking skills
- learn creativity
- solve problems traditionally solved by the instructor
- be forced to **use** logic rather than **observe** logic
- No procedures to memorize
- Course notes are free or very inexpensive
- Solutions are not online
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- Much less content covered
- Students can get frustrated “He doesn’t teach us anything!”
- Weaker students can fall behind
- Students lack writing to model work on
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Problems

**Students don’t know where to start**
Begin with review of proofs and modeling the proof discovery process.

**Whole class arrives with no solutions prepared**
Assign problems in groups so that students have more direction.

**Cover Drastically less material**
WHO CARES!
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My Next Steps

- I talk too much!
- Improve positivity of feedback
- Find balance between modeling and discovery
- Write and publish own course notes
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- “I think it has really helped develop my understanding of the topic.”
- “The instructor has pushed the students to really think...”
- “Feels like a one-on-one class...”
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Thank You.